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A Plan for a Comprehensive and Integrated
Information Systems Curriculum
ABSTRACT: Curriculum guidelines have placed a strong emphasis on integration of theory
and practice in information systems (IS). A parallel concern, as yet unaddressed, is the integration throughout the IS curriculum of key theoretical concepts from individual courses. This
paper suggests an architectural plan that incorporates formal methods, technological team
issues, and organizational theory considerations in the development of a fully integrated
information systems curriculum.
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INTRODUCTION
"Does the final exam have to be comprehensive?" It is tempting to attribute such
questions to student indolence or concern
about grades. From a different perspective,
however, this question may be seen as
symptomatic of some educational shortcomings in conveying the fundamental
interrelatedness of information systems
concepts.
Both AACSB (1991) and DPMA (1991)
guidelines have stressed the need for integration of important concepts across the
curriculum in terms of learning the theory
and practice of information systems ( 1, 3).
In response, Becker et al. developed an
instructional model based on DPMA
guidelines that initiated a study of a threephase approach for integrating course
content and allowing students to apply this
knowledge in information systems development (2).
This paper describes a comprehensive IS
curriculum model that is based on the
DPMA principles listed in Table 1. These
principles provide a foundation from which
is derived a set of courses and their relationships within the IS curriculum model.
This model addresses a parallel concern, as
yet unaddressed, which is the systematic
and sustained integration of key theoretical
concepts from individual courses into a

Table 1. A MAPPING OF DPMA PRINCIPLES TO I.S. COURSES
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